Ingentis org.manager ®
Flexible Display Options
Org charts on your PC, tablet or smartphone
Ingentis org.manager comes in multiple
versions for Microsoft Windows and
HTML platforms, and therefore fulfils your
requirements for display and appearance in
any type of internet browser.
With the Ingentis org.manager [mobile]
app, org charts can also be viewed on the
Apple iPad.

Org charts in your browser
The HTML version enables the effortless publication of your company’s org chart; entirely
automated and cross-platforms via web browser. Therefore, users can access information
from any type of device. Thanks to a responsive design each device is recognized
automatically by the system, so that a smartphone- or tablet-adapted resolution is
available.
The layout of the HTML template can be fully adjusted to the corporate design of your
enterprise and thus be integrated into an existing Intranet or web portal (e.g. Sharepoint)
without complication.
The HTML version also includes extensive search, print, export and zoom functions.
An additional security module can grant restricted access to specific sections of the org
chart or to certain information levels on a user-by-user basis. For example reports and KPIs
can be individually provided to executives and HR managers.

Advantages of displaying
in the browser
• Directory for employees
• Fast overview for new employees
• Easily searching competencies
∙ Extensive search, print and export functions
∙ Easy integration into existing portals
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org.manager [win]
org.manager [win] is compatible with all
versions of Microsoft Windows and offers
a wide range of display options to enable a
personalized user experience. For example
the number of levels displayed, zoom factor,
and arrangement of organizational pieces can
be freely edited. The hierarchy tree allows for
effortless navigation through the structure
of your enterprise, as well as easy retrieval
of detailed information about employees,
organizational units, positions, and other
groupings. Extensive print, search and export
functions complete the package.

org.manager [web]
org.manager [web] is based on the latest HTML5 technology and can be perfectly adapted to
existing portal designs. Information, which is
being provided from real-time data feed from
the core HR systems, can be displayed in a
web browser according to your pre-defined
authorization configuration. The design and
layout of the HTML pages itself can be modified
to match the corporate design of your company.
Especially for data centers or ‘soft ware as a
service‘ org.manager [web] is the right choice.

org.manager [mobile]
For on-the-go or smaller group meetings Ingentis
org.manager [mobile] provides HR personnel
and executives with a great tool to display
information on the Apple iPad. Suited for daily
use, the app gives access to organizational
charts as well as deeper level information about
departments, employees, and positions.
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